INTRODUCTION

In the context of the interdisciplinary nature of architecture, this research aims to reveal the relationship between architectural research (1) and literary fiction. It is based on the idea that “architectural research has to go beyond a mere scientific model, and […] has to consider literature and art” (Stein et al., 1990, 14). While literary fiction can verbally represent architectural and urban spaces as plot settings (2), architecture can utilize literary fiction as a supplementary instrument for both architectural and urban research (3). Scholars arguing for the necessity of such tools suggest that the mutual instrumental relationship between architecture and literature can be further studied. For example, Havik (2006, 43) asks “[w]hich methods of literary reflection are possible and instrumental in architectural research?” In support of this approach, Thomson (1996, 317) states “[h]istorically, the use of architecture in literature and, reciprocally, the serving of architecture by literature are enduring and writers have long used architecture as literary allegory, for character definition, to symbolize, and to contextualize”. Regarding the use of architectural spaces within the medium of literature, the search for methods of exploring new associations with literary fiction can be regarded as beneficial. The importance of the role of literary texts within architectural/urban research is explained by Thomson (1996, 321) as follows:

“Our physical experience of architecture is apparently finite – bound by such constraints as time, place, and mobility. But literature offers us the opportunity to inhabit much different architecture in many different times and through this serves to strengthen our understanding of the chief poetic resonance of architecture – its latency, its capacity for shadowing forth the invisible and the illusory. This idea of latency is really the key in framing the portal between literature and architecture.”

Acknowledging the fruitfulness of the interaction of architecture and urban planning with other spatial and non-spatial disciplines, this paper is
articulated as an interdisciplinary research. Literary fiction, in this respect, acts as a textual repertoire that enhances the relationships between collective memory and spaces. It creates new practices of understanding by penetrating into the layers of spatial meanings (Uz Sönmez, 2014).

In this context, this paper introduces a research methodology, namely architectural literary analysis, which uses literary fiction as an instrument for architectural/urban research. The method is based on “literary analysis” (4) in terms of searching for spatial clues within literary texts by focusing on the descriptions of the settings of novels with regard to several architectural theories and concepts. It aims at displaying the richness of socio-spatial knowledge within these texts, affluence richness that may systematically be conveyed to the architectural realm through the multiplication of similar studies.

This paper is structured so as to analyze two opposing theories in architectural/urban research through literary fiction. The first is Le Corbusier’s (1967) modernist principles, suggesting “the death of the street” and proposing a new type of urban pattern, with free standing pavilions raised within the plots to create an urban pattern without the street. The second one is Roger Trancik’s (1986) conceptualization of “lost space”, which critiques the consequences of modernist principles and discusses the quality of modern urban space. Trancik (1986, vii) introduces five major factors contributing to the problem of lost space: “the automobile, the Modern Movement in architectural design (which can be interpreted as the principles of Corbusier), urban renewal and zoning policies, the dominance of private over public interests, and changes in land use in the inner city”. Of the five, this research focuses on only two, rephrased as “high-rise landscapes” and “the edges of highways and surface parking lots”.

Although not directly critiquing Le Corbusier’s theory, “the death of the street”, this paper suggests that Trancik’s concept of “lost space” (5) can be regarded as taking a critical position to modernist principles. Furthermore, the analysis is also supported by J.G.Ballard’s (6) novels in order to “find other ways of seeing, understanding and describing space” (Grillner and Hughes, 2006, 62). The written representation of the architectural and urban spaces in Ballard’s literature provides a motive for analyzing two opposing visions: Le Corbusier’s and Trancik’s theories regarding the quality of architectural/urban space. In this context, both Trancik and Ballard are studied as commentators united by their critiques regarding “the death of the street” (Figure 1).

It is argued in this paper that Ballard’s spatial narratives have parallels with critiques of “the death of the street” and support Trancik’s (1986, vii) criticism of the modern city: that “the traditional structure of urban space

Figure 1. The focus of the paper.
has been lost in most modern cities”; which Trancik terms “lost space”.
The representation of architectural/urban space in novels contributes to
the reproduction of the knowledge of consequences of modernization at
the architectural/urban scale. Hence, Ballard’s spatial narratives can be
interpreted as unintentional criticism of modernist principles, through the
lens of a non-spatial discipline, i.e. literature.

“THE DEATH OF THE STREET”, “LOST SPACE” AND BALLARD’S
LITERATURE

Both Trancik and Ballard argue that the consequences of the modern
movement, such as high-rise buildings and highways, destroy the
traditional urban fabric and hence harm urban quality. Parallel to this
critique, Berman (1988) also argues that the central feature of the situation
of the modern is the destruction of everything we possess. The main source
of such criticism can be traced back to Jane Jacobs’s assertion that the
threats to our world concern “unbuilding” cities rather than building them:
“The ruthless, oversimplified, pseudo-city planning and pseudo-city design
we get today is a form of ‘unbuilding’ cities. But although it was shaped
and sanctified by reactionary theories actually glorifying the ‘unbuilding’
of cities, the practice and influence of this kind of planning today rests not
on theory alone” (Jacobs, 1992, 408). In this context, Le Corbusier’s “the
death of the street” theory could be related to the motive of modernism,
which is “unbuilding” cities, i.e. destroying the traditional pattern of
the city. Le Corbusier (1967, 167) justifies his theory by emphasizing the
disadvantages of traditional “corridor streets” that are “full of noise and
dust and deprived of light”. He proposes a new transportation network
system to replace the old, “We have ceased being animals hunted down
through a desert of stone. Man’s own imminent death in the Great City has
been replaced by the death of the street. An improvement!” (1967, 126). Le
Corbusier (1967, 121) develops this argument in Radiant City as follows:
“Our streets no longer work. Streets are an obsolete notion. There ought
not to be such things as streets; we have to create something that will
replace them. The ‘Rights of Man’ have been proclaimed”.

7. Le Corbusier developed his ideas in the
‘Contemporary City’ utopia in his urban
plans for the ‘Radiant City,’ which included
sociological imagery as response to criticisms
directed against previous plans (Gold, 1997,
44). Therefore “the death of the street” theory
can also be included in the ‘Radiant City’
utopia. Although earlier, according to Barlas
(2006, 123), Le Corbusier’s “Plan Vision for
Paris” (1925) held the same notions.

8. Gold (1997, 41) describes the
‘Contemporary City’ extensively. In his
description, the central city was a rectangle
containing two cross-axial super-highways.
At the center were a six-level transport
interchange, a meeting place of underground
and main-line railways, road networks and,
at the top, a landing-platform for ‘aero-taxis’.
24 steel and glass skyscrapers of 60 stories
served the city’s civic and commercial needs
around the center. These skyscrapers were
raised on pileis in order to leave unbroken
greenery at ground level. In this respect, the
general impression was that of a city in a
park.
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A contrasting view, critical of the destructive mode of modern architecture and planning, resulting in the “unbuilding of cities” is most clearly articulated by Trancik in his book, *Finding Lost Space* (1986) (9). As a major source of critical theories on the modern city, Trancik’s discourse has a significant value as an inclusive critique of modern space, which Trancik terms “lost space” and Steve Peterson terms “anti-space” (10). In a way, the result of this action, defined as the “unbuilding of cities”, is “lost space”, which has none of the essential physical and socio-cultural characteristics of traditional public space, such as diversity, accessibility, identity or social life. The expression “lost space”, employed in Trancik’s critique, means “lost” among the city’s multi-story buildings, referring to any space that cannot be used by city dwellers due to its location on the edges of highways that connect suburbs and city centers. He further defines “lost space” as follows:

“Lost space is the leftover unstructured landscape at the base of high-rise towers or the unused sunken plaza away from the flow of pedestrian activity in the city. Lost spaces are the surface parking lots that ring the urban core of almost all American cities and sever the connection between the commercial center and residential areas. They are the no-man’s-lands along the edges of freeways that nobody cares about maintaining, much less using. Lost spaces are also the abandoned waterfronts, train yards, vacated military sites, and industrial complexes that have moved out to the suburbs for easier access and perhaps lower taxes. They are the vacant blight-clearance sites – remnants of the urban-renewal days - that were, for a multitude of reasons, never redeveloped...” (Trancik, 1986, 2-3).

Trancik points out that modern urban planning does not value the design of vacant urban spaces that result in the disappearance of the concept of place as understood in traditional, urban planning. His criticism seems directed at “the death of the street”, as Le Corbusier’s proposal destroys street life by eliminating traditional street patterns, which then results in a loss of diversity and richness of public life in urban space.

Ballard’s literature provides a productive basis to establish parallels with Trancik’s criticism of the modern landscape as represented through Le Corbusier’s “the death of the street” theory. Ballard is an important author within the New Wave movement, a branch of science fiction that first emerged in 1964 with Michael Moorcock’s publication of *New Worlds* magazine. As well as his impact on the development of science fiction, Ballard has made a widely-accepted impact on architectural research, employing spatial elements “to understand the city as narrative” (Sellars, 2009, 86). In addition to the overall sensitivity towards spatial issues in his works, Ballard has contributed significant critiques of modern architectural space.

Another reason for studying Ballard is that his novels define the physical environment as part of the social environment (11). His New Wave fiction asserts that “our successors from another planet could reconstitute the psychology of the people on this planet from its architecture, if every member of the human race were to vanish” (Ballard, 1984, 44), thus presenting us with landscapes that are apparently extrapolative in nature (Malmgren, 1991, 124). Ballard juxtaposes the physical environment and the social environment in his novels, “A new social type was being created by the apartment building, a cool, unemotional personality impervious to the psychological pressures of high rise life, with minimal needs for privacy, who thrived like an advanced species of machine in the neutral atmosphere” (Ballard, 1975, 35).
According to Taylor (2002, 95), Ballard’s characters appear as alienated bodies reacting against the new modern situation, “the protagonists find themselves in situations where their subjectivity is altered by changes in the built environment”. In this respect, Ballard (1996, 197) himself defines his own understanding of science fiction as follows:

“Firstly, I think science fiction should turn its back on space, on interstellar travel, extraterrestrial life forms, galactic wars and the overlap of these ideas that spreads across the margins of nine-tenths of magazine s-f […] The biggest developments of the immediate future will take place, not on the Moon or Mars, but on Earth, and its inner space, not outer; that needs to be explored. The only truly alien planet is Earth…”

Among Ballard’s eighteen novels, *High Rise* (1975) and *Concrete Island* (1985) have been selected in this research to exemplify his criticism of the modern city. The former suggests that lost space occurs due to the high rise landscape, while the latter discusses lost space occurring at the edges of highways and surface parking lots.

The high-rise building in the novel constructs its object as a self-sufficient hi-tech communal skyscraper, defined by Gasiorek (2005, 120) as “the emblem of a modernist architecture”. The main object of the novel *High Rise* is a communally-owned forty-story apartment building on London’s periphery. It functions as a small “vertical city”, with its one thousand apartments, several pools, shopping malls, a gymnasium, a small movie theatre, a school, a private bank, fast elevators and other facilities, providing habitation for around two thousand urban dwellers. The main theme of the novel is that this seemingly self-sufficient, perfect, peaceful vertical city is eventually revealed to be a nightmare, in which the theme of the transformation of the inner landscape by the outer landscape is emphasized (12). The novel is structured around the different perceptions of modern life of the three protagonists in the building: Laing, a physician; Wilder, a television producer, and Royal, the building’s architect.

The novel *Concrete Island* considers the plight of the trapped individual, by taking a particular piece of land as its setting. It is the story of a 35 year old architect (13), Robert Maitland, who falls into a small traffic island after an accident in his Jaguar. The protagonist is then forced to remain in this piece of land, the setting of the plot. Ballard utilizes this land as a metaphor for the feeling of isolation caused by modernized urban life. Highways represent isolation as much as modern life does: “… You’ve got a hundred times more hang-ups. Your wife, this woman doctor – you were on an island long before you crashed here” (Ballard, 1985, 141). The setting of the novel, as a left-over space between highways, can be defined as “lost space”, with the adjective “concrete” referring not only to the “island” setting of the novel but to the representation of the whole modern urban landscape. Maitland, suddenly finding himself deprived of his comfortable modern life, discovers his real ego in this landscape, and encounters different kinds of lives in the space under a highway.

As discussed so far, both of these novels are important in the sense that they are the most discussed of Ballard’s works, and both construct their plot so as to highlight the destructive effects of modernist principles. Through architectural literary analysis, the following sections will highlight the parallels between the criticisms contained in Ballard’s literature and those of Trancik.

12. The argument for the transformation of inner landscape by changes in the natural environment has been put forward by Taylor. See J. Taylor (2002). Ballard explains the relationship between landscape and human psychology as follows: “These are stories of huge psychic transformations, and I use this external transformation of the landscape to reflect, and marry with, the internal transformation, the psychological transformation, of the characters” (as cited in Pringle, 1984, xxii-xxiii).

13. In both novels, the protagonists are architects, which proves Ballard’s intention to put the emphasis on the built environment created by architects.
All late 20th century works, the theories and novels discussed here are products of different decades: The Death of the Street in 1967, Finding Lost Space in 1986, High Rise in 1975 and Concrete Island in 1985. They each take a position either criticizing or supporting the principles of the Modern Movement in architecture and urbanism. It is important to note, however, that in spite of their different stances these theories and novels share a number of features, as they all consider the mutual relationship between physical and social space. Hence, by taking this approach, this research is able to shed light on the dynamics and relationships between several decades of the late twentieth century in terms of the importance given to the street pattern and public realm.

BALLARD’S LITERATURE AS AN INSTRUMENT FOR ARCHITECTURAL LITERARY ANALYSIS

“High-rise Landscape” in Ballard’s Literature

Le Corbusier’s highly influential theory of “the death of the street” can be regarded as having initiated the sprawl of high-rise landscapes. His main principle for eliminating traditional streets required the replacement of existing urban patterns, both the buildings and streets, with high-rises located in individual plots, also named as “free-standing pavilions” (14). As Le Corbusier states, “we must increase the open spaces and diminish the distances to be covered. Therefore, the center of the city must be constructed vertically” (Le Corbusier, 1987, 167).

This research argues that rather than having a positive effect on cities, Corbusier’s principles for building healthy living and working environments destroyed the urban fabric due to its promotion of a high-rise landscape, functional segregation, automobile-dependence and resulting highways. Architectural critic Scully (2003) describes the modernist glass skyscraper as a blind destructive force eroding the very street fabric it needs as a foil for its own individual and commercial ends. According to Woudstra (2000), this approach overemphasizes the built form, and damages the sense of place by showing an interest in self-sufficient buildings, machines for living, rather than the landscape.

It is possible to suggest that there are strong parallels between High Rise and Le Corbusier’s Unité d’Habitation, the influential apartment building model through which he displays his modernist principles. The apartment building described in Ballard’s literature can be interpreted as the object of Le Corbusier’s Modernist construct. These parallels were also proposed by Sellars (2007, 85) when he describes the high-rise building in the novel as “a Neo-Corbusian residential building”. The parallels between these buildings – one constructed and the other literary – can be listed as follows: their self-sufficient nature, their roles as small urban pieces within a larger urban ensemble and their accommodation of different types of units with spaces reserved for common activities. The architectural construct of the “Unité” appears in Ballard’s novel in a similar way in terms of the building’s function, content and scale (15). In this sense, the High Rise – just like the Unité – offers a communal way of living in which all essential units are found within the building. Ballard (1975, 8) implies inspiration from Le Corbusier by indicating that the parking spaces and concrete plazas are located on the ground floor of the building within and around the spaces created by the raised “pilotis” and also by indicating the multifunctional design of the building. However, it is also important to note that “Unité” is...
raised on the pilotis, by providing just empty space on the unused ground floor. Nevertheless, it is an important similarity in terms of the nature of the design, if not the function.

“... For all its size, the high-rise contained an impressive range of services. The entire 10th floor was given over to a wide concourse, as large as an aircraft carrier’s flight-deck, which contained a supermarket, bank and hairdressing salon, a swimming-pool and gymnasium, a well-stocked liquor store and a junior school for the few young children in the block. High above Laing, on the 35th floor, was a second, smaller swimming-pool, a sauna and a restaurant. Delighted by this glut of conveniences, Laing made less and less effort to leave the building. He unpacked his record-collection and played himself into his new life, sitting on his balcony and gazing across the parking-lots and concrete plazas below him” (Ballard, 1975, 9).

Ballard’s *High Rise* has some spatial representations with the characteristics of Trancik’s lost space concept. The novel underlines two issues: first, the effect of the high-rise landscape on the urban scale, as well as the urban fabric; second, the dysfunctionality of open spaces planned among these high-rise buildings that weaken social life.

The change in urban scale created by the high-rise causes the displacement of the human scale as well as the destruction of urban life – that is, the social function of the street. Two urban designers and academics, Jacobs and Appleyard (1987) criticize this new urban fabric for lacking diversity, spontaneity and surprise, particularly for pedestrians. For such spaces, Kallus (2001, 146) proposes “urban design tactics” to include “meaningful references to human behavior as related to the needs of real people and their everyday lives”, as opposed to abstract spatial volumetric organization. More than any other critic, Trancik characterizes high-rises as isolated “superblocks” that affect the urban scale and the micro-cities created through them as lacking the capability to substitute for genuine urban life. According to Trancik (1986, 12), the social functioning of the spatial organization of urban life should be given a much higher priority:

“Isolated ‘superblocks’ formed by urban-renewal plans closed off historic streets, drastically affecting the scale of the city. Abstract notions of compatible uses created urban areas that could no longer accommodate physical or social diversity, and that, therefore, were no longer truly urban. Both zoning and urban renewal substituted functional for spatial order and failed to recognize the importance of spatial order to social function” (Trancik, 1986, 12).

Ballard and Trancik’s criticism of modernist projects also have parallels in terms of scale. Ballard’s main concern with high-rise buildings is that the voids created between them are so enormous and dysfunctional that they subvert the urban dweller’s perception of scale, causing a loss of trust in the scale of the environment (Ballard, 1975):

“The immense volume of open space that separated the building from the neighboring high-rise, a quarter of a mile away unsettled his sense of balance. At times he felt that he was living in the gondola of a ferris wheel permanently suspended three hundred feet above the ground” (Ballard, 1975, 8).

Being “suspended three hundred feet above the ground” means being detached and disaffiliated from the earth in reference to the *Unité d’Habitation*, which is supported on pilotis to allow pedestrian flow beneath. This emphasis on unused urban space in both designs, transforms their scale of the spatial experience. Thus, Ballard’s criticism is the same as Trancik’s of “lost space”.
Le Corbusier proposes a new urban life by providing different functions within a single building and suggests that streets have lost importance and are in fact the source of many urban problems. Hence, he proposes “the death of the street” against supporters of the street as being “the only valid field of experience” (16). Although his theory was influential in terms of shaping the contemporary built environment, it has been the target of much criticism, as “being simplistic and obsessively directed towards the control of the living environment irrespective of people’s needs, without sympathy and sensitivity towards people, places” (Woudstra, 2000, 150).

Gehl (1987, 16, 47) also argues that streets are very important for the social life of the city, which he calls “the life between the buildings”. He criticizes “the death of the street”, characterizing this as being the replacement of “streets and squares” by “roads, paths, and endless grass lawns”. Streets are places not only for “merely pedestrian traffic or recreational or social activities”, but also for “the entire spectrum of activities, which combine to make communal spaces in cities and residential areas meaningful and attractive” (Gehl, 1987).

Trancik’s criticism also has parallels with Gehl’s argument that a high-rise building as a mere architectural object does not communicate with its surroundings. He defines the vastness of outdoor spaces created in between – as proposed by Le Corbusier – as lost space, because they are designed without regard for people’s needs or daily routines. Additionally, and more importantly, high-rise towers themselves and lives within them are also distanced from urban life. In this respect, there are parallels between Trancik and Ballard in their criticism of the way in which high-rises transform the urban scale and create useless vast open spaces within urban landscapes. Ballard’s novel employs a range of remarkable metaphors in order to represent high-rises. One illustration of such a metaphor is the “nervousness” of the sun in waking the high-rise “giants”, an act which in itself is portrayed as a confrontation. This metaphor is extended to emphasize the uselessness of the plazas and parking lots:

“The high-rises seemed almost to challenge the sun itself – Anthony Royal and the architects who had designed the complex could not have foreseen the drama of confrontation each morning between these concrete slabs and the rising sun. It was only fitting that the sun first appeared between the legs of the apartment blocks, raising itself over the horizon as if nervous of waking this line of giants. During the morning, from his office on the top floor of the medical school, Laing would watch their shadows swing across the parking-lots and empty plazas of the project, sluice-gates opening to admit the day. For all his reservations, Laing was the first to concede that these huge buildings had won their attempt to colonize the sky” (Ballard, 1975, 19).

As demonstrated so far, the construction of high rise landscapes mainly inspired by Corbusier’s theory of “the death of the street” is critiqued in Ballard’s novels. Hence, Ballard’s literature lends support to the anti-thesis of “the death of the street”, of favoring streets as the essential life blood of cities (Jacobs, 1992). The following discussion focuses on another problem that results in lost spaces, namely “edges of highways and surface parking lots”.

**Edges of Highways and Surface Parking Lots in Ballard’s Literature**

The principles of modern urban planning support functional segregation and thus the formation of suburbs, which are connected to the city by highways and major roads. Segregation contributes to the decentralization

of housing towards the peripheries of cities, resulting in suburban development. The chain of consequences created by functional segregation begins with the emergence of highways connecting the segregated districts, which in turn results in dependence upon automobiles and the open areas required for their storage. Le Corbusier (2007, 185), however, supports the use of automobiles, “So let us put the Parthenon and the automobile on show to make it clear that it is a question here, in different domains, of two products of selection, the one having reached its outcome, the other still progressing. This ennobles the automobile”. Le Corbusier’s emphasis on suburban development concurs with his vision of “the death of the street”, which would inevitably involve replacing streets:

“The cities will be part of the country: I shall live 30 miles from my office in one direction, under a pine tree; my secretary will live 30 miles away from it too. In the other direction, under another pine tree. We shall both have our own car […] We shall use up tires. Wear out road surfaces and gears, consume oil and gasoline. All of which will necessitate a great deal of work… enough for all” (Le Corbusier, 1967, 142).

Functional segregation and the resulting use of automobile have been criticized by many researchers for harming urban quality and the social life of cities. Jacobs ([1961] 1992, 408), for example, criticizes it as an “oversimplified” approach that “goes to the problem from the wrong end”, as the segregation itself becomes a problem. The solution to this problem, the automobile, then becomes a problem itself.

The widespread use of automobiles to allow rapid movement between different parts of the city is criticized as a “purely movement experience rather than a social one” (Carmona et al., 2010, 84). Carmona (2010, 125) also adds that “he [Trancik] argues the blame for creating lost spaces lies squarely with the car, urban renewal, the privatization of public space, functional separation of uses, and with the Modern Movement” (17).

Lefebvre has also pointed out the anti-socializing impact of automobiles on the users of the city:

“[C]ity life is subtly but profoundly changed, sacrificed to that abstract space where cars circulate like so many atomic particles […] [T]he driver is concerned only with steering himself to his destination, and in looking about sees only what he needs to see for that purpose; he thus perceives only his route, which has been materialized, mechanized, and technicized, and he sees it from one angle only – that of its functionality: speed, readability, facility” (Lefebvre, 1991 cited in Carmona et al., 2010, 202).

Similarly, Trancik also criticizes the results of functional segregation within Le Corbusier’s utopian vision, which necessitates “an increased dependence on the automobile” (Trancik, 1986, 4) and thus the existence of the element of the highway as a connection instrument. Trancik argues that highway construction, dating back to the 1940s, can also be considered “lost space”. Trancik’s main criticism is that traditional vehicular links are interrupted, and he argues that walking experience has become a “disjointed and disorienting” experience:

“As these highways cut through the cities, they created huge areas of lost space. Like urban renewal, the highway projects forced tens of thousands of people to relocate, creating profound traumas which resulted from social disorientation. Mobility, motion, and the automobile became instruments for isolation” (Trancik, 1986, 6).

He points out that highways destroy life on the streets and kill the unique identity of a city, urban vitality and diversity. Accordingly, Trancik’s
criticism of highways can be interpreted as an indirect criticism of Le Corbusier’s vision.

In addition to these criticisms from the realms of architecture and urban planning, it is also possible to view Ballard’s literature as a criticism of highways. In his literature, specifically *Concrete Island*, Ballard often uses the image of the highway between the metropolis and its suburbs in the periphery as an instrument to represent the urban landscape. He uses this visual potential of highways to create a landscape in which modern city planning is demonstrated by transportation networks.

Ballard argues that although highways and automobiles are put forward as a solution to decrease the travel times in cities, highways actually increase the problem exponentially, by lengthening distances and journey times. In *Concrete Island*, most of the plot takes place within this highway landscape, which provides a very dominant spatial setting. That is, in using the automobile as the symbol of modern life, *Concrete Island* exploits the highway as the plot as well as the stage of the novel. The landscape of the six-lane highway, along which “the traffic moved on all sides of the island”, (Ballard, 1985, 73) is portrayed in the following excerpt:

“No, his eyes from the sunlight, Maitland saw that he had crashed into a small traffic island, some two hundred yards long and triangular in shape, that lay in the waste ground between three converging motorway routes [...] Supported on massive concrete pillars, its six lanes of traffic were sealed from view by the corrugated metal splash-guards installed to protect the vehicles below (Ballard, 1985, 11-2).

In this world, the scale of the highways, supported by massive columns is shown by the fact that they are separated by spaces of approximately 180 meters of arid ground. Ballard also points out that this highway system completely ignores the history that once existed beneath it. He uses the phenomenon of speed to reveal his critical stance. It is the highway, and the speed it allows, which causes Maitland’s isolation on the island. Although there are drivers trying to get a glimpse of Maitland, it is impossible to help him because they cannot perceive anything clearly at their speed, with their focus fixed on the route and its junctions and signposts (Ballard, 1985).

Ballard’s descriptions can be interpreted as a critique of Corbusier’s notions of speed, since people are not even aware of Maitland’s existence due to speed, thereby leaving him in this isolated landscape as an imprisoned individual.

The parking lots that result from the excessive use of automobiles between urban centers and suburbs are targets for both Trancik’s and Ballard’s criticism. Like Trancik’s (1985, 12) definition of “undeveloped space given over to parking lots in wait for development”, Ballard uses the concept of “empty parking lots”, portraying these empty open spaces as having no consideration for the public life of the modern urban environment. The transformation of urban space through empty parking spaces, as “lost spaces” as a consequence of the highway landscape, also has parallels with the vast amounts of open space created under high-rises. In *Concrete Island* (1985), the “empty park areas” are emphasized in order to describe the Maitland’s worldview, which is contrasted with Catherine’s, his wife. The novel portrays such areas, which contribute nothing to the richness of urban life, as an unnecessary component of the urban landscape:

“… It was no coincidence that when he had first taken Helen Fairfax to the south of France they had gone straight to La Grande Motte, the futuristic resort complex on the coast a few miles away. Helen had quietly hated
the hard, affectless architecture with its stylized concrete surfaces, nervous of Maitland’s buoyant humor. At the time he had found himself wishing that Catherine were with him – she would have liked the ziggurat hotels and apartment houses, and the vast, empty parking lots laid down by the planners years before any tourist would arrive to park their cars, like a city abandoned in advance of itself” (Ballard, 1985, 65).

In this extract, two contradictory situations are described in order to emphasize the role played by modern urban planning in the creation of such monotonous landscapes. The first is that Helen, Maitland’s lover, hates modernism and modern built environments. The second is that Catherine, his wife, likes the artificial products of modern architecture with “its concrete stylized faces” (Ballard, 1985, 65). By revealing Catherine’s affection for empty parking lots, Ballard associates them with the artificial quality of modern architecture, and implies criticism of both. There are several occasions throughout the story in which Catherine and Helen are contrasted. As Maitland’s wife, Catherine represents “the system” by supporting the visual elements of the modernist landscape supported by capitalism; Helen, the lover, represents the visual codes of the anti-modernist physical environment.

Trancik’s and Ballard’s arguments can thus be interpreted as parallel criticisms of the modern highway landscape, in opposition to the notion of “speed”, and the consequent “death of the street” due to highways. Ballard also employs this critique in terms of both the highway object and its results (automobiles and speed).

CONCLUDING REMARKS

This research was based on the hypothesis that written representations of architectural/urban space within literary fiction have played a similar role to architectural criticisms of the late 20th century in evaluating modernist principles, and can therefore be used as data in architectural research.

Main concluding remarks are summarized and evaluated further below:

1. “Architectural Literary Analysis”, employed in this paper, is a legitimate research methodology in both architecture/urban and literature/literary fiction.

2. This research methodology can contribute to both architectural and non-architectural realms.

3. Architectural literary analysis provides a reciprocal relationship as a research methodology for architectural/urban research and literature/literary fiction.

Regarding the first remark, the paper introduced a research methodology and theorized the relationship between architecture and literature at different levels. Although there are several other studies that analyze spatial narratives in novels through the lenses of architecture, one can hardly find any comprehensive theorizations of the relationship between architecture and literary fiction. In OASE 70, the editors, Grafe, Havik, and Maaskant (2006), describe the method of such analysis as “using literary materials and techniques”. Havik (2014) later defines the whole urban reading practice as “urban literacy”. One conference focusing on the relationship between architecture and literature has termed the concept “Architexture” (19), which implies that a new term was needed to describe this research area. In the two other reference books by Tümer (1981; 1984),
the author does not coin any terms for the method of analyzing literary texts. Spurr (2012), however, suggests that the study of relations between architecture and literature needs to go beyond mere analogy to develop a profound architectural analysis. The present research suggests naming the methodology “architectural literary analysis”.

As discussed throughout this research, architectural literary analysis offers new perspectives that conventional architectural criticism is unable to provide. As seen in Ballard’s architectural literary analysis, the discussion becomes more influential through combing the complementary viewpoints of architecture and literary fiction, charged with different perceptions (Tümer, 1997; Thomson, 1996). Although there are many parallels between Trancik’s discourse and Ballard’s, the latter’s is supported by illustrating a possible future showing the consequences of the destructive effects of modern urban life. As a part of the New Wave Movement, Ballard does not endeavor to create new realities; rather, he decodes the conditions of the recent past and the present into a future perspective. He establishes his criticism through the exaggeration of these conditions. For example, in *High Rise*, the psychological scene is exaggerated, and the alienated characters find themselves amidst violence and crime. Such exaggerated realities are designed to increase the impact on students and the wider public, as discussed below regarding the paper’s second remark. Since literary fiction has a richer elaborated style and contextualizes abstract criticisms through concrete examples, the message becomes clearer. In the case of Ballard’s novels, the message is conveyed through the physical qualities of the high rise building, and the psychology of its residents, as well as through the physical qualities of urban space created among the highways and the psychology of Maitland.

This paper’s second remark is that the method of architectural literary analysis contributes to both architectural and non-architectural realms since it has the potential to address the audiences of both (Figure 2). The first, the audience of architecture (education, research and practice), includes academics and students, researchers and practicing architects (20). In the educational realm, the products of architectural literary analysis, i.e. research papers, reports, theses and critiques of architectural theories, can be instrumental as a part of curricula through lectures and/
architectural literary analysis in their introduction of historical periods and styles, and/or the criticism of these periods (e.g. the critique of modern architecture) as a supplementary source to the “vocabulary of specialist knowledge”, which is “formal and constructional” (Shonfield, 2000). The products of architectural literary analysis can also provide inspirational spatial descriptions for architectural studio courses. As for the research realm, architectural literary analysis can be used by scholars as reference sources in theses, research papers, reports, etc. in order to support the argument of their studies. Finally, in the practical realm of architecture, the utilization of architectural literary analysis is twofold. The critical aspects of such research can be considered as suggestions for the design of architectural products (i.e. how not to build), and futuristic spatial representations can be sources of inspiration. The descriptive aspect inherent in literature serves as a prescriptive tool for architectural practice.

As for the non-architectural realm, architectural literary analysis presents in-depth analysis for the general public and non-architect professionals who may read Ballard –and perhaps even Trancik – without being able to derive architectural interpretations. Literary fiction, as a non-academic text, is more likely to attract the attention of non-architect audiences, allowing criticism to be easily absorbed into popular culture. Thus, architectural literary analysis could introduce an awareness of architectural and urban critiques to a wider society. Another non-architectural audience may be professionals, such as literary critics, authors, film makers, graphic novelists, graphic designers, sociologists or psychologists. Architectural literary analysis would make these professionals familiar with architectural terminology and widen their horizons in terms of architectural critiques, thus presenting methods and terminology to make architectural/urban criticisms. Consequently, the product of architectural literary analysis could be a more accessible medium for a non-architect unfamiliar with specialist architectural literature.

The third remark concerns the reciprocal relationship between architectural/urban research and the research of literary fiction/literature. As well as the use of the literary text as a critique supporting architectural criticism, literary critics can also use architectural theory to read/analyze/critique literary texts (Figures 3 and 4). As Tutaş (2006) explains, literary critics employ linguistic, semantic and stylistic analysis in criticism of literary texts. As Bryden (2012) notes, “literary theory has long drawn
on spatial terminology, such as structure and form”. In this context, architectural literary analysis could provide more familiarity with spatial terminology, which would enrich literary critics’ semantic analysis, enabling them to overlap meaning layers in the architectural and non-architectural realms.

Further research could pursue the focus of the tripartite relationship between modernity, architecture and literary fiction, specifically science fiction, as a literary genre for being “the literature of what if” in Bainbridge’s term (1986). It could also consider its subgenres, such as hard science fiction (e.g. H.G. Wells’ [When the Sleeper Awakes or Modern Utopia), soft science fiction (e.g. Philip K. Dick’s novels), New Wave, and fantasy (22), which can be used as a critical tool of architectural literary analysis. Finally, of Ballard’s 18 novels and 123 stories, Concentration City (1957), Chronopolis (1962), Billenium (1962), The Subliminal Man (1967) and The Ultimate City (1978), Running Wild (1989), Cocaine Nights (1996), Super Cannes (2000), Millennium People (2003) and Kingdom Come (2006) could all be analyzed as instruments for architectural literary analysis.
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